Introduction
Roe averaging was used to obtain the matrices used in the dissipation scheme'-since we are attempting to obtain a shock capturing scheme for high normal Math numbers.
The constants used to obtain the results in this pa-
The 
Results

Invlscid Circular Cylinder
The overall flowfleld is shown in Fig.l, 
Convergence
The M = 32 case is considered as an example here, as it is the most challenging case to converge. The 2nd order smoothing parameter, DIS2, can be increased from itsrecommended value. The only effectsof increasingDIS2 are that the shock is smeared over more points,and the stagnation enthalpy(which should be constant for this problem) is le_ well conserved, as seen in Fig 4) . For example, stagnation The stagnation point heating rates are predicted reasonably well on all grids (Fig.ll) , with the fine grid 1.% low, the medium grid 1.1% high and the coarse grid 10% high. The overprediction of heat transfer on the medium and coarse grids is due to the coarser wall resolutions and the slight overshoots in total enthalpy
Srrtooothing PaTctrrteters
at the boundary layer edge.
The fine grid in this case required a higher 2nd order smoothing (DIS2=4, twice the "recommended" value) in order to achieve convergence in ca. The heating rate prediction was far more sensitive to solution convergence than quantities like pressure were. Small variations in the solution which could not be (Fig.15) .
As noted previously,this flowfieldrequired many iterationsto convert.e,with the laminar separation moving slowly up the cylinderin the subsonic portion of the boundary layer. Over 10,000 iterations for the 321 x 301 grid,and 6,000 iterationsfor the 161 x 151 grid were required to reach the steady state solution. The solutions _re run out (to 40,000 iterations for the 321 x 301 solution)to confirm the convergence of the relaxationprocess. Sagez was used to obtain the 621 x 601 grid,which alsogave a very respectablestarting solution.This solutionwas run out an additional 10,000 iterations to confirm itsrelaxationconvergence. With the abgity to handle this level of flow complexity in two dimensions, the next logicalstep is 3 dimensional flow-fields.
3D Flowfleld_"
The scheme described here has been successfully applied to X38 forebody, "Sharp", Shuttle and X33 grid systems. Here we will focus on the solution about the ]{33 geometry, as this used the complex geometry (chimera) capabilities of OVERFLOW.
The starting point for this @rid system was the patched grid used to solve the flowfieldwith GASP.
Preliminary computations utilized a chimera grid sys- The surface flow patterns are continuous across the chimera zone boundaries along the surface, as can be seen in Fig.19 . Furthermore, the zonal boundaries intersect the bow shock on all three grids (Fig.20) . On both of these boundaries, the chimera system provides sufficient solution continuity even for heat transfer estimates.
. CJChf., The solution of the X33 system shows the feasibility of using the chimera system for high speed flowflelds. 
